
Particle Physics → Part 1

One

All things are made of matter and antimatter.

Two

Matter and antimatter can be split into two categories - Hadrons and
Leptons.

Three

Leptons are known as fundamental particles they cannot be subdivided into
anything else. Example → Electron.

Four

Hadrons are made up of other particles which we call quarks.

Five

Hadrons are subdivided into two further categories → Baryons and
Mesons.



Six

Baryons are made up of three quarks. An example would be a proton or a
neutron.

Seven

Mesons are made up of a quark and an antiquark.

Eight

Antiparticles have the same mass but opposite charge, lepton number,
baryon number, and strangeness.

Nine

Antiparticles are written with either the opposite charge or with a hat on.

Write out the symbol for an antiproton and an anti-electron.

An anti-electron is sometimes called a positron.

Ten

When matter meets its counterpart antimatter we have annihilation. For
instance when an electron meets a positron.



When annihilation occurs energy is produced. Matter is energy and energy
is matter. (Einstein's most famous equation???)

Eleven

Example 1: an electron and a positron can form two photons of energy
through annihilation.

Example 2: a photon can spontaneously produce an electron and a
positron.

Twelve

Leptons have something called a lepton number.

Leptons have a lepton number of +1 and anti-Leptons have a lepton
number of -1.

What are the lepton number of an electron and a positron?

What is the lepton number of a proton?

Thirteen

Baryons have something called a Baryon number.

A Baryon has a baryon number of +1 and an anti Baryon has a baryon
number of -1.



Baryon Number

Proton

Neutron

Anti proton

Anti neutron

Positron and Electron

Fourteen

In interactions charge, lepton number and baryon number are always
conserved.

Strangeness is sometimes conserved.

Fifteen

Example: Beta minus decay.

Show that the lepton number is conserved.



Sixteen

There are three types of quarks → up, down and strange.

The up quark has a charge of +⅔

The down quark has a charge of -⅓.

The Strange quark has a charge of -⅓.

Seventeen

A proton is a Baryon and is made up of three quarks.

The charge on a Proton is + 1.

The quarks that make up a proton is uud → prove that this is correct.

A neutron is made up of udd. Can you explain why?

What is the quark composition of an anti neutron and an anti-proton?

Brian Cox - Really good videos - a bit dated.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVxBdMxgVX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGWlT8SqXLM&t=569s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVxBdMxgVX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGWlT8SqXLM&t=569s



